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RECOMMENDED READING  

I am in the process of reading an exceptional book entitled: 3 Steps to 

Quantum Wealth.  It is a guide to financial freedom by Investing in 

Cryptocurrencies.  It was written by Linda P. Jones and it’s on the #1 

International Best Sellers list.  It aligns with my investment 

philosophy whereby generational wealth will be created by investing 

in this new asset class.  It takes the old adage of getting rich slowly 

and turns it on its head.   

 Back in the 1989, I read, “One up on Wall Street”.  

It is one of the all-time best sellers on how to invest 

in the stock market.  Peter Lynch, the money 

manager for the Magellan Fund under Fidelity 

Investments, achieved an average annual 

profitability of 29.2% between 1977 and 1990.  

Peter Lynch is considered one of the best investors 

in history.   

Based on my early assessment, 3 Steps to Quantum Wealth could the 

investment book of the 2020’s.  It explains how wealth creation is 

speeding up with cryptos.  And more importantly, how to protect your 

wealth once it is achieved.   

Key takeaway so far from the book: Cryptocurrency returns 

have averaged a level equal to roughly 20 times conventual 

equity investments. 

 

 

 

 

One of the best reads since “One up on 

Wallstreet” 

MARKET 

The market capitalization went 
sideways again this week.  The 
market capitalization today sits 
at 1.782 trillion USD compared 
to 1. 797 trillion USD last week.    
 
Bitcoin dominance remains 
steady at 41.6% with the price of 
Bitcoin (BTC) has remained 
around $39K per coin.   
 
I am in the process of creating 

a crypto training library on 

my website – Crypto Training 

Library. 
 

 

 

Choose your coins wisely! 

https://www.moniestorm.com/training-videos.html
https://www.moniestorm.com/training-videos.html


RIPPLE (XRP) 

The price of Ripple (XRP) moved down this past week.  Last week 

XRP was trading at $.77 USD and today (3/5/22) it is trading at 

$.74 USD.   Big move on the SEC lawsuit. "Accordingly, the SEC’s 

motion to strike Ripple’s fair notice affirmative defense is DENIED" 

- Judge Analisa Torres.  What I’ve read is that is a win for Ripple.   

HEADLINE NEWS 

• Ripple XRP News - MASSIVE NEWS! THE FLIP HAS BEEN SWITCHED! 24 
XRP CORRIDORS NOW LIVE! CHINA & INDIA 

• Lawyers believe that SEC vs. Ripple case could end with the payment 
giant's win in April 
 

CAN YOU HEAR ME? 

 

       

                                                                                          Click on the image to hear the Video 

 

XRP is the 6th ranked cryptocurrency 
in terms of market cap. 
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